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ABSTRACT Voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA) has attracted great attention as it allows
faster switching and lower energy consumption compared to traditional spin-transfer torque-based magneti-
zation switching. In this paper, we evaluate the operating margin and switching probability of VCMA-based
magnetic tunnel junctions using realistic material and device parameters. For this paper, we developed a
physics-based SPICE model that incorporates various VCMA parameters such as VCMA coefficient, energy
barrier, time constant, and external magnetic field. Switching probability of a VCMA device was obtained
by running Monte Carlo simulations including thermal fluctuation effects. A design space exploration was
performed using the proposed simulation framework. The highest switching probabilities we were able to
achieve were 94.9%, 84.8%, and 53.5%, for VCMA coefficient values of 33, 105, and 290 fJ · V−1 · m−1,
respectively. Our study shows that for VCMA devices to become viable, their switching probability must be
improved significantly either through new physics or material innovation.

INDEX TERMS Magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), switching probability, VCMA coefficient,
voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA).

I. INTRODUCTION
Spin-transfer torque magnetic tunnel junction (STT-MTJ)
has been proven as a promising device technology for
high-density nonvolatile memory applications. STT phe-
nomenon can flip the magnetization of a ferromagnetic
layer using the current flowing through the tunnel barrier
itself [1]–[7]. The research community has been focusing
on making STT more efficient, such as reducing the write
current, improving the switching time, and enhancing the
tunnel magnetoresistive ratio (TMR) [7], [8]. Many of these
challenges stem from the fact that the current required to
switch the magnetization is proportional to the energy barrier
separating the two states. For example, a higher energy barrier
improves the nonvolatility but requires a higher energy to
flip states.

One way to alleviate this problem is to temporarily
lower the energy barrier right before applying an STT

current using a recently reported voltage-controlled magnetic
anisotropy (VCMA) effect [9]–[12]. The amount of current
needed to switch themagnetization is lower than conventional
STT switching owing to the reduced energy barrier. As shown
in Fig. 1, applying a positive voltage to a thick tunnel barrier
MTJ device decreases the magnetic anisotropy (MA), result-
ing in a lower energy barrier. Conversely, the energy barrier
is expected to increase for a negative voltage, although this
has not been proven experimentally [13]. The tunnel barrier
can be made thicker than a normal MTJ since the STT cur-
rent required for switching is reduced by the VCMA effect.
Despite the early experimental results, to our knowledge,
there has not been any study on the operating margin and
switching probability of VCMA devices.

In this paper, we study these critical aspects of VCMA
devices and present design space exploration results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
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FIGURE 1. (a) VCMA STT-MRAM bit cell. (b) Energy barrier of a
VCMA MTJ is modulated by the applied voltage VE . When the
energy barrier is lowered, the magnetization precesses
between parallel and antiparallel states.

Section II introduces VCMA effect and its underlying
physics. Section III describes the SPICE model developed
in this paper. Section IV investigates the effect of material
parameters and external field on the switching operation,
and then switching probabilities are analyzed in Section V.
Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. VCMA BASICS
A. PERPENDICULAR MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY
Depending on the direction of the easy axis,MA can be classi-
fied into perpendicular MA (PMA) and in-plane MA (IMA).
Compared to an IMA-based device, a PMA-based device
has proven to have a lower switching current for the same
thermal stability factor (TSF) [14]–[16]. PMA can be further
classified based on its origin: interfacial PMA (iPMA) and
crystalline PMA (cPMA). iPMA has been observed in CoFeB
whose thickness is below the critical thickness tC where
the perpendicular anisotropy occurs, while cPMA has been
observed in high crystalline anisotropymaterials such as CoPt
and FePd [17], [18]. The effective perpendicular anisotropy
field (HK⊥eff) can be expressed as

HK⊥eff = HK⊥ − Hdz = 2K⊥/Ms − 4πNdzM s (1)

where HK⊥ is the perpendicular anisotropy field, Hd =
[Hdx ,Hdy,Hdz] is the demagnetization field, Ms is the sat-
uration magnetization, and Nd = [Ndx ,N dy,N dz] is the
geometry-dependent demagnetization coefficient. For the
interface PMA, K⊥can be expressed as Ki/tF (=2πM2

s tc/tF )
where Ki is the interfacial anisotropy energy density and tF is
the free layer thickness. For the cPMA, K⊥ = Ku where Ku is
the crystal anisotropy energy density. Since VCMA effect has
traditionally been observed only in iPMAmaterial [19]–[24],
we only considered iPMA-based MTJs in this paper.

B. VCMA EFFECT
Recent experiments have shown that by applying a positive
voltage to an MTJ, interface PMA can be reduced [25].
The physical origin of this phenomenon is that the charge

accumulation or depletion at the metal-barrier interface,
which is induced by an electric field, can change the MA
through modifying the spin-orbit interaction at the inter-
face [26], [27]. The relationship between the applied voltage
and iPMA can be modeled as follows:

Ki = Ki|V=0 − ξV/ tox (2)

where ξ is the VCMA coefficient that represents the sensi-
tivity between MA and the applied electric field, and tox is
the oxide layer thickness. The change in PMA modulates the
energy barrier (Eb) of the free layer [28]. Applying a positive
voltage to the oxide layer lowers the energy barrier, thus it
enables the free layer’s magnetization to precess between
the two stable states. Compared to STT-induced switching,
VCMA switching can be fast due to the lowered energy
barrier and consumes less switching energy due to the thicker
tunnel barrier layer.

TSF of an MTJ is a critical device parameter that deter-
mines the data retention capability of a ferromagnetic layer.
It is defined as the free layer’s energy barrier normalized to
the kBT energy [29]. VCMA induces change in Ki, which in
turn changes the TSF as follows:

TSF =
Eb
kBT
=

(
Ki − 2πM2

s tF
)
A

kBT
(3)

where Eb is the voltage-dependent energy barrier between
two stable states,A is the cross-sectional area of the free layer,
kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the absolute temperature.

C. THERMAL FLUCTUATION
Intrinsic randomness in the magnetization’s behavior referred
to as thermal fluctuation may affect the switching character-
istics. For example, it can thermally activate the magnetiza-
tion’s initial angle at the beginning of the writing operation,
which can either induce ‘‘unwanted’’ switching or impede
‘‘wanted’’ switching [30]. To emulate the effect of thermal
fluctuation in the most realistic way, random thermal field
was added not only to the initial angle but also to the effective
anisotropy field at each time step of the simulation. Since
thermal field is a stochastic process, it can be modeled as
a zero-mean Gaussian random distribution with a standard
deviation (σHth ) as follows [31]:

σHth =
√
2kBαT/(µ0γVFMsδt) (4)

where α is the Gilbert damping constant,µ0 is the permeabil-
ity in vacuum, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, VF is the volume
of the free layer, and δt is the time step. A σHth value of 4.5mT
was used for all the Monte Carlo simulations in this paper.

III. VCMA-MTJ SPICE MODEL SETUP
This section describes the VCMA-MTJ device model for
simulating two switching schemes: VCMA only switching
scheme and VCMA-assisted STT switching scheme.
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A. MAGNETIZATION DYNAMICS
The proposed SPICEmodel is based on the Landau–Lifshitz–
Gilbert (LLG) equation which comprises precession, damp-
ing, and STT terms as follows:

1+ α2

γ
·
d EM
dt
= − EM × EHeff(V )− α · EM × ( EM × EHeff(V ))

+
}PJ

2etFMs
· EM × ( EM × EMP) (5)

where EM is the magnetization vector of the free layer, EHeff(V )
is the voltage-dependent effective magnetic field, } is the
reduced Planck’s constant, P is the spin-polarization factor,
J is the switching current density, e is the electron charge,
and EMP is the magnetization vector of fixed layer.

More specifically, EHeff(V ) includes different field compo-
nents affecting the free layer [32]

EHeff(V ) = EHext + EHd + EHth + EHK⊥eff(V ) (6)

EHK⊥eff(V ) =
(
0Ex, 0Ey,

(
2Ki(V )
µ0MstF

)
mzEz

)
(7)

where EHext is the external magnetic field, EHd is the demag-
netization field, EHth is the thermal field, EHK⊥eff(V ) is the
voltage-dependent effective perpendicular anisotropy field,
µ0 is the permeability,m = [mx ,my,mz] is the magnetization
moment, and [Ex, Ey, Ez] is the unit vector.
The VCMA effect can be incorporated into the LLG equa-

tion in (5) by combining (6) and (7). In addition, VCMA
affects the TSF which in turn affects EM in (5). This is because
the magnetization’s initial angle is a variable. It can be mod-
eled using the Fokker–Plank distribution as follows [33]:

PDF(θ )|t=0 =
exp(−TSF · sin2 θ )∫ π

0 sin θexp(−TSF · sin2 θ )dθ
(8)

where PDF(θ )|t=0 is the initial angle’s probability distribu-
tion function, TSF is the thermal stability factor, and θ is the
magnetization’s angle (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 2. Initial angle distribution PDF(θ )|t=0 for TSF = 45.7.

Since we use the LLG equation and add stochasticity in the
initial angle and the run-time random thermal field, our sim-
ulation method is equivalent to the stochastic LLG equation
in [43].

TMR is expressed as (RAP−RP)/RP where RAP and RP are
the antiparallel and parallel resistances of the MTJ, respec-
tively. The voltage and temperature dependence of TMR is
captured using the modified Julliere’s formula as follows [44]

TMR(T ,V ) =
2P20(1− αspT

3/2)
2

1− P20(1− αspT
3/2)2

·
1

1+ (V/V0)2
(9)

where P0 is the polarization factor, αsp(= 2e−5) is the
material-dependent empirical constant, and V0 is the bias
voltage where TMR is halved.

The VCMA-MTJ’s physical behavior can be reproduced
by simulating the SPICE model shown in Fig. 3 consisting
of four subcircuits: anisotropy, LLG, TMR, and temperature.
Further details of the baseline LLG SPICE model can be
found in [34] and [35].

FIGURE 3. Proposed VCMA-based MTJ SPICE compact model.

B. MODEL PARAMETERS
The simulation parameters of the VCMA-MTJ device used
in this paper are listed in Table 1. For a more accu-
rate physic-based model, device parameters are taken from
state-of-the-art experimental data [19]–[23]. Three different
VCMA coefficients ranging from 33 to 290 fJ ·V−1 ·m−1 are
considered in order to analyze its effect on the switching time
and switching probability.We assume a TSF value of 45.7 [5].
To facilitate the switching, a 20-mT external magnetic field
was applied along the hard axis (i.e., x-axis) [23], [36], [37].

C. VCMA ONLY SWITCHING
When the energy barrier is lowered by the VE voltage
and external magnetic field is applied at the same time,
the VCMA-MTJ’smagnetization starts to oscillate around the
hard axis due to magnetization dynamics by LLG equation.
By terminating the VE pulse at the appropriate moment,
the magnetization can be toggled as illustrated in Fig. 4(a).
One limitation of this approach is that the switching direction
is nondeterministic, i.e., we can only toggle themagnetization
from its initial state. This issue can be circumvented by first
reading the state of the MTJ and subsequently applying the
write pulse as needed [Fig. 4(b)]. However, this requires an
additional read cycle before each write cycle.
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TABLE 1. Material parameters used for simulation.

FIGURE 4. VCMA only switching scheme. (a) Write voltage (VMTJ)
pulse and magnetization switching simulation results for VCMA
device. (b) Flowchart for writing ‘‘1’’ into a VCMA MTJ. Due to
the inherent nondeterministic switching of VCMA, a read
operation is required before each write operation.

D. VCMA-ASSISTED STT SWITCHING
The VCMA-assisted STT switching scheme proposed in [36]
can enable deterministic switching without incurring an extra
read operation. Fig. 5 shows the voltage pulse sequence
where the initial VE pulse reduces induces VCMA while the
subsequent VSTT pulse, perfectly timed at the moment when
the magnetization is near the hard axis, tilts the magnetiza-
tion to either parallel or antiparallel state depending on the
voltage polarity. In this paper, we analyzed the switching
characteristics of the VCMA-assisted STT switching scheme
as it has the advantage of a deterministic switching state.
To maximize the switching probability, we optimized the
write voltage pulse (i.e., VE , PWE, VSTT, and PWSTT denoted
in Fig. 5(a) for each VCMA coefficient value. Fig. 5(b) shows
the optimal parameter values found through the optimization
method described in Section V.

FIGURE 5. VCMA-assisted STT switching scheme.
(a) VMTJ waveform where an initial high voltage is followed
by a positive or negative STT pulse. (b) Simulation parameters.
(c) Magnetization dynamics for P → P, P → AP, AP → P, and
AP → AP switching.

IV. MATERIAL PARAMETERS AND EXTERNAL FIELD
In this section, we present simulation results showing the
impact of VCMA coefficient, response time of energy bar-
rier, and external magnetic field on VCMA-assisted STT
switching.

A. VCMA COEFFICIENT
VCMA coefficient (ξ ) is a critical parameter, which deter-
mines the sensitivity of the energy barrier to the applied
electric field. It can be expressed as follows [38]:

ξ [fJ/Vm] =
1 Interfacial Anisotropy [µJ/m2]

1 Electric Field [V/nm]
. (10)

As shown in Fig. 6, when ξ is increased from
33 to 105 fJ · V−1 · m−1, the switching time decreases
by 7%. The switching time decreases further by 10%
when ξ is increased from 105 to 290 fJ · V−1 · m−1.
As expected, a higher VCMA coefficient provides faster
switching and lower switching energy consumption. The
switching energy decreases by 13× when ξ increases from
33 to 105 fJ · V−1 · m−1, and by 12× when ξ increases
from 105 to 290 fJ · V−1 ·m−1. Compared to conventional
STT-based switching, the switching time decreases by
17%, 23%, and 30%, respectively, for ξ = 33, 105, and
290 fJ · V−1 · m−1. The switching energy is reduced by 3×,
40×, and 494×, respectively. In this comparison, we use an
MTJ model with a tunneling barrier thickness of 1.0 nm for
conventional STT based switching [35]. In addition, com-
pared to SHE-based switching in [31], VCMA-MTJ’s switch-
ing time is decreased by 17%, 22%, and 30%, respectively,
for ξ = 33, 105, and 290 fJ ·V−1 ·m−1, and switching energy
is reduced by 8×, 98× for ξ = 105 and 290 fJ · V−1 ·m−1.
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FIGURE 6. Switching energy and switching time for VCMA, SHE,
and STT.

Recently, magnetic materials with higher VCMA coeffi-
cients have been reported [22], [23], [24], [39]. However,
as the VCMA coefficient increases, the free layer’s magne-
tization precesses more rapidly, which makes the switching
more unstable and, hence, resulting in a narrower operating
window. Consequently, it becomes much more difficult to
capture the precise moment when the magnetization swings
toward the other side of the hard axis. This can be seen
in Fig. 7 where the pulsewidth window for correct switching
reduces from 90 to 10 ps as the VCMA coefficient increases
from 33 to 290 fJ · V−1 · m−1. This trend suggests that
extremely precise control of the voltage pulsewidth (e.g., few
picoseconds) is required for high VCMA coefficient materi-
als to work reliably.

FIGURE 7. Pulsewidth window for different VCMA coefficients.

B. RESPONSE TIME OF ENERGY BARRIER
We also studied the impact of response time (or time constant)
between the write voltage and the free layer’s energy barrier,

FIGURE 8. Concept of time constant between applied voltage
and energy barrier.

on the switching characteristics. Fig. 8 illustrates the concept
of time constant, which is the time delay between the solid
line (voltage) and dashed line (energy). Since no experimental
data on the energy barrier time constant exists, we simply var-
ied the time constant and simulated the switching behavior.
The time constant was implemented using a simple first-order
RC delay circuit in the SPICE model. To implement the
time constant effect in our simulation, the MTJ voltage is
connected to a first-order RC circuit before being applied to
the interfacial anisotropy field in the LLG subcircuit.

FIGURE 9. Effect of energy barrier time constant on switching
time.

As shown in Fig. 9, the switching time increased
by 10% and 61%, respectively, for time constant values
of 20 and 40 ps. The longer switching time can be attributed
to the energy barrier not being fully removed when the VSTT
pulse arrives. As a result, it takes longer for the magnetiza-
tion to overcome the residual energy barrier, making VCMA
based switching less robust.

C. EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD
In order for the magnetization of a VCMA device to oscil-
late around the hard axis, an external magnetic field (HEXT)
must be applied toward this axis [25], [38]. To this end,
we study the effect of external magnetic field by applying dif-
ferent HEXT values and simulating the magnetization switch-
ing. As shown in Fig. 10, the switching time reduces from
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FIGURE 10. Effect of external magnetic field on switching time.

2.10 to 1.67 ns as the external magnetic field is increased
from 19 to 21 mT. These results indicate that a larger external
magnetic field helps tilt the free layer’s magnetization toward
the hard axis more quickly, which enables faster switching
operation.

Applying a magnetic field using off-chip equipment is
not feasible for integrated systems. Recent work has shown
the feasibility of generating a local magnetic field using a
composite device [40]. Here, a composite device was fab-
ricated with an in-plane magnetic layer placed on top of a
perpendicular magnetic layer. This paper shows switching
of perpendicular Ta/CoFeB/MgO nanopillars in the absence
of an external magnetic field. Our model assumes such a
composite device where a local magnetic field is generated
within each memory cell.

V. SWITCHING PROBABILITY RESULTS
A. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION SETUP
Previous studies on VCMA-assisted STT switching have
only reported results for parallel to antiparallel (P-to-AP)
and antiparallel to parallel (AP-to-P) switching direc-
tions [19], [25], [36], [41]. In this paper, we show switch-
ing probability results for all four switching directions,
i.e., P-to-AP, P-to-P, AP-to-P, and AP-to-AP. To obtain realis-
tic results, we ran Monte Carlo simulations using 10 000 dif-
ferent initial magnetization angles that were sampled from a
probability density function [42]. A thermal fluctuation field
of σHth = 4.5 mT was used as per (4).

B. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION
The initial simulation parameters were aimed at achieving the
lowest possible energy dissipation. First, we selected the min-
imum VE that allows the free layer’s magnetization to oscil-
late around the hard axis for both initial states. Then, the VE
pulsewidth was optimized to capture the precise moment
when the magnetization is set toward the hard axis. For
simplicity, the VSTT voltage was fixed to half the VE voltage,
and theVSTT pulsewidthwas fixed at 2.0 ns. The deterministic
switching probabilities using the above-mentioned parameter

set were in the 46%–85% range depending on the switching
direction. Since these values are far too low for practical
memory applications, we adjusted key design parameters
such as VE , PWE , and VSTT in an attempt to improve the
switching probability. Our strategy for optimizing the switch-
ing probability is summarized next.

1) VSTT AMPLITUDE
Increasing the VSTT voltage can induce a larger STT cur-
rent, and thereby induce a stronger STT effect. This forces
the magnetization to switch to the desired state, which con-
sequently improves the switching probability. As shown
in Fig. 11, the STT current increases by 53% when VSTT
is increased from 1.2 to 1.8 V, resulting in an improve-
ment of switching probability from 50.1% to 94.9%. How-
ever, the switching probability could not be improved further
because, at very high VSTT voltages, the magnetization has a
higher chance of precessing between the two states causing
unstable behavior. Therefore, increasing the VSTT voltage
alone cannot guarantee 100% switching probability. This can
be seen in Fig. 11 where the switching probability drops
beyond 1.8 V. Note that the optimal VSTT voltage was found
for each individual VE voltage. It is also worth mentioning
that the spin dynamics of VCMA-assisted switching is funda-
mentally different from that of STT only switching. For STT
only switching, the magnetization is initially aligned with
the easy axis, and hence, STT current is responsible for the
entire switching operation. For VCMA-assisted switching,
however, STT effect is exertedwhen themagnetization is near
the hard axis, allowing a very small STT current to induce
switching.

FIGURE 11. Switching probability versus VSTT for VE = 2.45 V.

2) VE AMPLITUDE
For our initial simulations, we chose the minimum VE
(i.e., 2.3 V) required for switching because we wanted to
minimize the energy consumption. However, during our rig-
orous simulations, we found that increasing VEcan actually
reduce the energy owing to the shorter switching time. At the
same time, the switching probability can be enhanced by
using a higher VE voltage. To obtain the maximum switch-
ing probability, we optimized the VE pulsewidth and VSTT
amplitude for each VE voltage. We considered a VE range
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FIGURE 12. Switching probability for different VE voltages.
VE pulsewidth and VSTT voltage were optimized for
each VE voltage.

of 2.3–2.6 V, and first optimized the VE pulsewidth. Next,
as discussed earlier, the VSTT voltage offering the highest
switching probability was found for each VE . Fig. 12 com-
pares the switching probability versus VE obtained from the
proposed optimization approach. The switching probability
peaks at 94.9% under the condition of VE = 2.45 V and
VSTT = 1.8 V. If VE is higher than the optimal value,
the VE pulsewidth becomes narrower due to faster preces-
sional motion, resulting in a lower switching probability.

C. EFFECT OF VCMA COEFFICIENT ON
SWITCHING PROBABILITY
Finally, the impact of VCMA coefficient on the switching
probability was analyzed using Monte Carlo simulations.
In this paper, we considered all four switching directions
for three different VCMA coefficient cases, i.e., 33, 105,
and 290 fJ · V−1 · m−1. The VE and VSTT parameters were
optimized for the highest switching probability. As shown
in Fig. 13, the switching probability depends on the specific
switching direction. Results show that even after extensive
parameter sweeping, switching probabilities for ξ = 33,
105, and 290 fJ ·V−1 ·m−1 could not reach the desired value.
Moreover, the switching probability generally degrades with

FIGURE 13. Highest switching probability after optimizing VE ,
VSTT, and pulsewidth for different VCMA coefficients. Switching
probabilities for all four directions are shown. Due to the
unstable nature of VCMA, it is difficult to achieve switching
probabilities required for practical memory applications.

a higher VCMAcoefficient because of the narrower operating
window (see Fig. 7) which causes more errors to occur in
the presence of thermal fluctuation. It is worth noting that
the switching probabilities vary significantly based on the
switching direction. For the highest VCMA coefficient of
290 fJ ·V−1 ·m−1, the AP→AP switching was 100% correct
while the P→ P switching was only 53.5% correct. Despite
our best efforts, we were unable to close the gap between
different switching probabilities. Our investigation shows that
poor switching probability is amajor concern for highVCMA
coefficient material.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluated the switching probability of
VCMA devices for a wide range of material parame-
ters and external fields, using a SPICE-compatible LLG
model. Monte Carlo simulations incorporating thermal fluc-
tuation showed a nine times narrower operating volt-
age window when the VCMA coefficient increases from
33 to 290 fJ ·V−1 ·m−1. This is due to the unstable switching
behavior when the energy barrier becomes more sensitive to
the applied voltage. We also varied the time constant between
the applied voltage and the energy barrier, as well as the
external magnetic field, to understand the impact of switching
time.We found that the switching time increases with a longer
time constant and with a lower external magnetic field. The
maximum switching probabilities we were able to achieve
after optimizing the voltage waveform were 94.9%, 84.8%,
and 53.5% for ξ = 33, 105, and 290 fJ · V−1 · m−1,
respectively. Despite our extensive effort, the switching prob-
ability could not be improved further. This can be attributed
to the inherently unstable nature of VCMA switching which
relies on the delicate balance between the barrier lowering
effect and STT current for a carefully timed write pulse.
Even though VCMA-MTJ devices have the potential for
fast switching and low switching energy, the poor switching
probability issue must be addressed before they can be a
viable memory device. Another possible research direction is
to develop VCMAmaterial based on fundamentally different
physics that will allow more robust switching. The SPICE
models and run files used in this paper are available for
download at mtj.umn.edu [35].
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